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Actors of the Spaghetti Westerns
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Boy meets Girl; Boy wonders what in the world Girl is
talking about and how he will ever keep up. Girl
wonders what is wrong with Boy. Enter, Waffles and
Spaghetti—every teen's guide to figuring out the
opposite sex and understanding and valuing our
unique differences. In a pivotal time of their
development and social lives, teens are left to try and
understand one another without much guidance. The
purpose of this book is to help better understand
themselves as well those from the "alien gender".
Guys' brains are like waffles—they keep their lives
compartmentalized in boxes. Girls' brains are like
spaghetti—everything in their life is connected to
everything else. This book for teens includes brain
development, social habits, differences in emotions,
and relationship building skills for teens to develop
early in their life. Loaded with humor and fun
examples, this is a great way for teens to learn about
healthy relationships with the opposite sex.

I Loved, I Lost, I Made Spaghetti
Not only does Corey's father make the best spaghetti,
but he also dresses up as Bathman and acts like a
silly dog with pajama legs for ears. "Hines's simple
pictures and easygoing text capture all three
characters' personalities, as well as the warmth of
Corey's home." -- Kirkus Reviews

Daddy Makes the Best Spaghetti
Imagine a restaurant where the menu offers Full Life
More Life Better Life Eternal Life Who wouldn’t want a
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taste of that? In Spaghetti for the Soul, Kathy Troccoli
and Ellie Lofaro invite you to a fabulous feast for the
spirit. Drawing upon their shared Italian roots in
Brooklyn and a friendship rooted in faith, they
compare life to a heaping plate of spaghetti. “Just the
thought of swirling and slurping the unruly strands
brings a grin,” they write. “Spaghetti is delicious,
nutritious and satisfying. It’s also sticky and
uncontrollable. And isn’t that just like this journey
we’re all on?” With wit, warmhearted humor,
irresistible grace, and keen insights, Kathy and Ellie
urge you to take a generous helping of the richly
flavored abundant life that only God can give. They
share how the soul-satisfying seasonings of faith,
hope, and love can transform your attitude, outlook,
and actions. Tied to their popular Spaghetti for the
Soul Conferences, the authors dish up in this book
biblical truths with lively storytelling and even some
mouthwatering family recipes to help you experience
fully a renewed zest for the God who invites you to
“taste and see.”

Guys Are Waffles, Girls Are Spaghetti
Spaghetti Westerns--mostly produced in Italy or by
Italians but made throughout Europe--were bleaker,
rougher, grittier imitations of Hollywood Westerns,
focusing on heroes only slightly less evil than the
villains. After a main filmography covering 558
Spaghetti Westerns, another section provides
filmographies of personnel--actors and actresses,
directors, musical composers, scriptwriters,
cinematographers. Appendices provide lists of the
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popular Django films and the Sartana films, a listing of
U.S.-made Spaghetti Western lookalikes, top ten and
twenty lists and a list of the genre's worst.

Introducing Teddy Spaghetti
This is a story of a puppy named Teddy Spaghetti. He
is very funny, cute and friendly. Maybe he can
become your friend too!

The Devil Can't Cook Spaghetti
'Spaghetti and Cheese Please!' is an amusing and
charming book that will have children giggling in
amusement and parents smiling with nostalgia. It is a
story about a fussy three year old boy named Ashley,
who likes nothing better for dinner than his favourite
meal, spaghetti and cheese. Even when mum cooks
the tastiest dinners, he is never happy to give them a
try. But, that all changes one day when Ashley's best
friend Aston comes around to play. Will Ashley try
something new?

Spaghetti Rag
This is a book about what everyone goes throughlife.
This is a book about spirituality, family, love,
friendship, education and society. It is about how to
get out of being trapped by yourself and the world
around you. It is a book about learning who you really
are and becoming okay with that.

The Spaghetti Detectives
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They were young and in love and called to serve the
Lord. And perhaps if Ruth and Lee Truman had even
suspected what lay ahead, they might have turned
and fled, but thank goodness they didn't. Or we would
have missed this warm and often hilarious look at life
within the goldfish bowl of the ministry. From their
very first church appointment, it became obvious
what the Trumans would attract humorous and
bizarre situations throughout their lives. How else can
they explain the Bali dancer at the church social? Or
the frozen chickens that spilled across the highway
and nearly caused hypothermia? Or the church that
looked like a half-buried septic tank? Or the
parishioner who served coffee from her hot-water
bottle?

Eh, Spaghetti You Say?
This title tells an 1876 Californian tale of a Coast
Miwok Warrior named 'Quentin' AKA 'Naked Spurs'. It
is the plausible story of the 'Beat the Bounty'
competition, a contest attracting the fastest guns in
the west to the largest man-hunt in history.

Single Men Are Like Waffles—Single
Women Are Like Spaghetti
Musical accompaniment were jazzed up renditions
that basically fit the art form like a glove with a stylish
beat that usually pounded out the action as the story
unfolded. The music set the mood and the audiences
followed. Most of these films would never reach
America during the era, even though they were
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generally aimed at the American film goers. The
Actors who went to Italy and got involved in these
lucrative new genre spinoffs all enjoyed star status,
recognition and glow of the limelight that came with
it. These are the Actors were talking about here.

Spaghetti with a Sawed-Off Shotgun
No mystery is too great for super-sleuth Cam Jansen
and her amazing photographic memory! Mysteries
follow super-sleuth Cam Jansen everywhere she
goes… even to the airport. Cam and Eric go with her
father to the airport to meet “Spaghetti” Max, her
father’s best friend from childhood. While they’re
looking for him, a distressed traveler asks Cam to
help him find his missing daughter. But what use is
Cam’s photographic memory if she has never seen
the missing girl? And where is Spaghetti Max? Can
Cam solve this double mystery?

Spaghetti-en Varkvleispastei
This Ebook contains the score of the song in C-Major.
It includes Piano, Vocals & Chords. The musical genre
is Traditional Pop. ### Die Originalversion von
"Spaghetti Rag" wurde 1910 veröffentlicht. Von
verschiedenen Künstlern wurden in den letzten
Jahrzehnten zahlreiche Bearbeitungen des Songs
angefertigt. Mittlerweile gehört dieser Song zum
Popular Standard. In dieser Ausgabe sind die
Klaviernoten in der Tonart C-Dur im Violin- und
Bassschlüssel notiert. Akkordbezeichnungen, Text und
Gesangsmelodie sind in dieser Ausgabe ebenfalls
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enthalten.

The Gospel of the Flying Spaghetti
Monster
Nicholas and his brothers would much rather play
than sit at the table to eat their dinner. "It's so
boring!" says one of them. But all of that changes one
evening when the Sergio Spaghetti starts waving at
them, and then all of the different foods on the table
start competing to be eaten first. Of course, there's
no contest when Isabella Ice Cream and Mr Chocolate
enter the fray. Dinner time at Nicholas's house will
never be the same!

Cam Jansen and the Spaghetti Max
Mystery
Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghettihas
helped thousands of couples understand each other
better. I will continue to recommend this book as a
"must read." —Gary Chapman, bestselling author of
The 5 Love Languages® Pam and Bill Farrel have the
ability to take an everyday menu of spaghetti and
waffles and transform biblical, practical wisdom into a
word picture that has encouraged, equipped, and
inspired couples worldwide. —Dr. Kevin Leman,
bestselling author of The Birth Order Book and Sheet
Music Let Your Differences Make You Irresistible to
Each Other While a man tends to deal with one
problem or purpose at a time (moving from waffle
square to waffle square), a woman's thoughts
generally flow together (like spaghetti noodles). Once
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you discover how your spouse processes feelings and
thoughts, you're on your way to a happy and healthy
relationship! Join more than 300,000 other readers as
you learn to energize your communication with
strategies that work, ignite romance with new ideas
to spice up your marriage, and empower your
parenting with your combined insights and influence.
Find all the ingredients for creating a fabulous recipe
of loving, working, and winning together!

The Spaghetti Sauce Gourmet
Men Are Like Waffles--Women Are Like
Spaghetti Devotional Study Guide
With its lively new cover, this specially focused
complement to Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are
Like Spaghetti, guides singles through the journey of
developing and maintaining healthy relationships with
members of the opposite sex. This book offers
valuable insight for single men and women as they
learn to work together more effectively socialize with
each other more enjoyably date one another more
successfully Discussion topics and activities for small
groups are included, as well as a ten-week study
guide for couples dating seriously.

Men Are Like Waffles--Women Are Like
Spaghetti
From failure to fusilli, this deliciously hilarious read
tells the story of Giulia Melucci's fizzled romances and
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the mouth-watering recipes she used to seduce her
men, smooth over the lumps, and console herself
when the relationships flamed out. From an
affectionate alcoholic, to the classic New York City
commitment-phobe, to a hipster aged past his sell
date, and not one, but two novelists with Peter Pan
complexes, Giulia has cooked for them all. She suffers
each disappointment with resolute cheer (after a few
tears) and a bowl of pastina (recipe included) and has
lived to tell the tale so that other women may go out,
hopefully with greater success, and if that's not
possible, at least have something good to eat.
Peppered throughout Giulia's delightful and often
poignant remembrances are fond recollections of her
mother's cooking, the recipes she learned from her,
and many she invented on her own inspired by the
men in her life. Readers will howl at Giulia's boyfriendlittered past and swoon over her irresistable culinary
creations.

Spaghetti and Cheese Please!
The 1960s and 1970s were the heyday of spaghetti
westerns--low-budget films about the early American
West mostly filmed in Italy. Though sometimes
derided as excessively violent imitations of Americanmade westerns, they attracted a substantial following
that has endured. With its classic elements of
gunfights, gambling, heroes, sidekicks, love, and
death, the genre is now perceived by critics as an
intriguing object of study. This book analyzes the
construction of the stories presented in spaghetti
westerns. It examines the content of the Italian
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western using concepts and constructs borrowed from
scholars studying "pre-industrial" narratives. Plot, the
constellation of characters, their relationship to each
other, and their motives are studied. Films examined
in detail include the seminal A Fistful of Dollars as well
as Django, For a Few Dollars More and The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly. There is also a discussion of the
early spaghetti westerns. The study then probes the
elements of bounty hunters, the deprived hero,
partnerships, betrayal, and comedy. An appendix
details the top grossing Italian westerns between
1964 and 1975, including title, director, lead actor
and intake. A second appendix provides a list of films
quoted by Italian title and then by English title.

The Spaghetti Western
In this wonderful and heartfelt collection of children's
poetry, Gary W. Fort captures the experiences of
growing up. Mom, I Love Spaghetti includes poems
about dreams, fear of the dark, bedtime, playing
baseball, and eating pizza and popcorn. Every child
will identity with these universally-themed poems and
parents will delight in the high-quality, evocative
writing. Gary W. Fort lives in St. Louis, Missouri, and
has been writing poetry for over 25 years. His
inspiration comes from the love of God and Jesus
Christ. Mr. Fort is currently working on his next
collection of poetry, entitled I Like Parades, and
developing another book of poetry called Mom, Read
To Me. Publisher's website:

Spaghetti Westernsãthe Good, the Bad
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and the Violent
My Meatball Went Spaghetti
1 String of Spaghetti + 2 Friends = A Noodle-Cooking,
Crime-Solving Adventure! Sometimes Rico acts a bit
odd -- his mom calls him a "proddity" -- but he's
GENIUS at noticing little things nobody else does. Like
a string of spaghetti stuck to the sidewalk. Or the big
buckteeth of that boy in the blue motorcycle helmet.
Or the strange behavior of the neighbors in his
apartment building. Oscar is a true prodigy, with a
high IQ and high anxieties to match. He's the one who
wears the blue helmet -- to protect his precious brain!
Oscar may have a lot of book smarts, but he needs
Rico's help to face his biggest fears. And when other
kids mysteriously start going missing, it's up to the
two friends to use their noodles, keep track of the
clues, and crack the case! Funny, sweet, and just the
right amount of scary, THE SPAGHETTI DETECTIVES
shows how two opposite, seemingly mismatched kids
can put their heads together and be better as a pair.

Spaghetti With Murder
"An astronomer with Tourette's syndrome is obsessed
with an extraterrestrial message while his psychiatrist
analyzes him"--Publisher.

Where's the Spaghetti?
Ever feel like you are juggling balls, and that at any
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moment you'll lose them all? Follow JJ Conte's life in
Flies in my Spaghetti, Chocolates over the Wall as he
recalls the difficulties of life-flies in his spaghetti-that
could have made him drop the ball, and the moments
of happiness-chocolates over the wall-that kept him
balanced. Be provoked, through simple memories,
into a mental search of your own past, a search that
will reveal your own balancing act of life. Flies in my
Spaghetti, Chocolates over the Wall is a reminder that
through all things, you must persevere-you never
know what blessing is around the corner!

The Spaghetti Set
Using humor and rhyme to capture childrens attention
and instill an interest in dinner. This story is about a
child that dislikes the meatballs in her spaghetti. The
very animated meatball has some things to say about
that.

Wednesday Is Spaghetti
Day--Guacamole, Salsa, and Chips Recipe
In 1949, Ruthie is a skinny, flat-chested, twelve-yearold tomboy with a metal front tooth living in the
Washington Heights section of New York City. It’s the
most important year of her life; she’s about to turn
thirteen and move from her sheltered elementary
school to a large metropolitan high school. She is
frightened about leaving her tomboy life and
frightened about confronting the world outside of the
only places and friends she has ever known. Ruthie
decides to start a diary that covers one year of her life
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and shares her innermost thoughts, feelings, hopes,
and dreams. With humor and sensitivity, “Spaghetti
Rain” speaks in the voice of a girl in that place and at
that time. The reader is carried into the era through
the songs, movies, radio broadcasts, and the daily
lives of people. We dine in a famous night club, iceskate at Rockefeller Center on Christmas Day, and
experience the neighborhood shops, delicatessens,
and movie palaces. The author describes Ruthie’s
explosive father, her glamorous former showgirl aunt,
her gossipy neighbors, and her loving mother. Secrets
are revealed - her girlfriends’ escapes from Hitler’s
Europe, her grandmother’s struggles - and at the end
of her journey, Ruthie experiences both good and bad
during a car trip to Miami. She and her family are
turned away from an hotel because they are Jewish,
she witnesses racial discrimination, but she also
meets a boy on the beach and discovers first love.
Finally, Ruthie realizes she has within her the courage
to face whatever life has in store.

Spaghetti Sauces
When Clare Stimpson turns-up in Modena, a beautiful
city in Emilia-Romagna in northern Italy, to teach
English, little does she know that she will fall in love
with the country and its people, and stay there for the
next four years. Clare was inspired by her mother,
whose stories of her hitchhiking adventures in Sicily in
1949, fired her imagination. In the mid 1970s she
decides to leave her teaching job in London and taste
the dolce vita for herself. Spaghetti in my Hair tells
the story of the Italian characters that Clare met. It
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explores some of the magical cities of EmiliaRomagna and other stunning regions of Italy. The
book touches on Italian family life, the food and habits
of the nation and the unstable, political atmosphere of
the time. Returning to England but feeling nostalgic
for the Italian experience, Clare returns to teach E.F.L.
in the sublime coastal resort of San Remo on the
Ligurian Riviera. This eventually leads her back to
Modena, a place she has grown to know and love.
Interwoven throughout the book are stories of
adventures and mishaps experienced by Clare and
her friends and family. The central part of the story
tells the tale of an epic journey across Italy in a small
red V.W. called Doris when Clare and three other girls
experience many hilarious adventures whilst driving
south as far as Gargano in the region of Puglia. The
final part of the story goes back in time to 1949 when
Clares intrepid mother and her friend, hitchhiked to
Sicily a no-mans land in those days. She recounts the
tales that her mother passed down to her, including a
memorable stay in jail, when the two English girls
were mistaken for accomplices of the notorious
bandit, Giuliano Salvatore. Spaghetti recipes included
add a large glass of wine or two!

Spaghetti, No Meatballs
1 copy

Spaghetti Issues
With full-color photos and a fun package, this book is
the ideal gift book for the creative cook. The Cake Mix
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Doctor meets Everyday Italian! In this book, bestselling author David Joachim presents 170 creative
recipes for easy dinners that start with bottled pasta
sauce, like pesto, alfredo, and clam sauce in addition
to plain old marinara. Everybody gets tired of pasta
sauce on pasta, but we eat it because it-s easy. David
will show you how to use jarred sauce in innovative
ways to create dishes that look complicated but are
really a snap to make. With all the new gourmet pasta
sauces available at every grocery store, it's easy to
make sophisticated food that goes way beyond
lasagna and baked ziti. With full-color photos and a
fun package, this book is the ideal gift book for the
creative cook.

Mom, I Love Spaghetti
This is a humorous story about a "Mama" who makes
spaghetti for dinner one evening while her son, who
loves her spaghetti, is away at camp. She is faced
with the dilemma of having made too much spaghetti
and decides to send it to her son at camp. The
spaghetti escapes her along the road and becomes a
useful item along the way for others before ending up
being a unique connection between Mama and her
son.

Spaghetti in My Hair
This easy-to-use study guide based on Bill and Pam
Farrel's bestselling book Men Are like
Waffles—Women Are like Spaghetti will take readers
to a new level in their appreciation of the differences
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and special delights of their mates. Designed to
address the important issues of a happy marriage,
this guide will make planning time with each other fun
and exciting help couples coordinate parenting so
kids get the best of Mom and Dad bring out the best
each spouse has to give in sex, romance, and
communication Ideal for individual or group study,
small group leaders will find this guide a useful tool
for leading couples in biblically based discussions, and
couples who choose to go through it together will find
the Men Are Like Waffles—Women Are Like Spaghetti
Study Guide perfect for a create-your-own marriage
retreat.

Sergio Spaghetti
Spaghetti from the Chandelier
Cooking projects provide a highly motivating, real-life
application for learning. This child-friendly recipe is
based on a piece of children's literature. Read the
book, and then collaborate to make this delicious food
to enjoy together.

Spaghetti for the Soul
It's Sarah's birthday. Over the course of the day,
Sarah gains an understanding about where her food
comes from and what that means tor her animal
friends. With Emily's gentle guidance, Sarah finds her
voice and knows just what to do.
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Blue Spaghetti
Eighty authentic Italian recipes are sure to indulge
everyone at the table with palate-pleasing flavors.
Twirl your fork into a plate of spaghetti topped with
Pecorino Romano, Black Pepper, and Crisp Garlic;
Mediterranean Pesto with Tomatoes; Prawns with
Broccoli Florets and Paprika; Tomato Sauce with Goat
Cheese and Basil; or Roasted Vegetables with
Balsamic Vinegar. Biba Caggiano is an award-winning
author of eight cookbooks and the chef/owner of BIBA
Restaurant. Her restaurant is the recipient of many
awards and recognition from Food Network Canada,
Wine Spectator, Conde Nast Traveler, Gourmet
Magazine, and Taste of Italia. She lives in
Sacramento, California.

Flies in My Spaghetti, Chocolates Over
the Wall
CAN I GET A “RAMEN” FROM THE CONGREGATION?!
Behold the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
(FSM), today’s fastest growing carbohydrate-based
religion. According to church founder Bobby
Henderson, the universe and all life within it were
created by a mystical and divine being: the Flying
Spaghetti Monster. What drives the FSM’s devout
followers, a.k.a. Pastafarians? Some say it’s the
assuring touch from the FSM’s “noodly appendage.”
Then there are those who love the worship service,
which is conducted in pirate talk and attended by
congregants in dashing buccaneer garb. Still others
are drawn to the Church’s flimsy moral standards,
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religious holidays every Friday, or the fact that
Pastafarian heaven is way cooler: Does your heaven
have a Stripper Factory and a Beer Volcano?
Intelligent Design has finally met its match–and it has
nothing to do with apes or the Olive Garden of Eden.
Within these pages, Bobby Henderson outlines the
true facts– dispelling such malicious myths as
evolution (“only a theory”), science (“only a lot of
theories”), and whether we’re really descended from
apes (fact: Humans share 95 percent of their DNA
with chimpanzees, but they share 99.9 percent with
pirates!) See what impressively credentialed top
scientists have to say: “If Intelligent Design is taught
in schools, equal time should be given to the FSM
theory and the non-FSM theory.” –Professor Douglas
Shaw, Ph.D. “Do not be hypocritical. Allow equal time
for other alternative ‘theories’ like FSMism, which is
by far the tastier choice.” –J. Simon, Ph.D. “In my
scientific opinion, when comparing the two theories,
FSM theory seems to be more valid than classic ID
theory.” –Afshin Beheshti, Ph.D. Read the book and
decide for yourself! From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Spaghetti Rain
Terri Springe (e is silent) and her best friend Angie
Perry, a police, live and work in Boston. They both
love sports and they love being single. Terri enjoys
cooking, prepares meals for busy families, takes
classes at the university and lives with her poofy cats,
Louie and Maria. But when Ed Stone, an old friend,
ends up shot in the back of the head and face down in
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a plate of Terri's spaghetti with meatballs, Terri feels
that she has to find out who committed this strange
crime.

Daddy Makes the Best Spaghetti--Zesty
Pasta Salad Recipe
Are toenails a good source of vitamen C? What are
ten things you will never hear your parents say? And,
more importantly, how do you untangle spaghetti? A
collection of humorous, touching and thoughtprovoking poems celebrating the everyday lives of
children through topics as wide-ranging as food,
animals, school, friends and sport - especially soccer!

Untangling Spaghetti
Feel like a fly on the wall in the homes of two ItalianAmerican families. This light fiction reveals characters
whose irreverent, ludicrous and intimate behavior
affirms the old adage: Family is family, like it or not! A
brother and sister depart war-torn Italy in 1947 and
cross the Atlantic to reunite with their father in
Benton, New Jersey. As the seasick brunette dreams
of eligible Americani, the young fellow dreads the
prospect of dealing with his cantankerous Pap.
Meanwhile, in Benton, another Italian-American family
bickers over mundane issues with burlesque
animation. Partnerships test the patience of the
brothers and domesticity puts the women at odds.
These economically disparate clans, the Camaras and
the Matteos, cross paths after Teresa Camara literally
bumps into love-starved Mack Matteo. Instead of
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letting their mutual attraction evolve slowly into
something more, her scheming father takes matters
into his own hands, placing their relationship on
course for possible disaster. While the households of
the Camaras and the Matteos are fraught with normal
sibling rivalry and shared secrets, a few obnoxious
family members engage in outlandish behavior,
causing total mayhem and discord. One unscrupulous
brothers involvement in an embezzlement scheme
leads to murder. How the two families cope with the
absurdities of love, intimacy and life unfolds in a true
comedy of errors complete with misunderstandings,
laughter, frustration and tears.

The Sound of Naked Spurs: A Spaghetti
Western Screenplay
Cooking projects provide a highly motivating, real-life
application for learning. This child-friendly recipe is
based on a piece of children's literature. Read the
book, and then collaborate to make this delicious food
to enjoy together.

The Sinusoidal Spaghetti
Part memoir, part survival guide, The Devil Can't Cook
Spaghetti is a personal and humorous reflection on
coping with the fears inherent to the journey from
adolescence to adulthood.
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